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SUPPLEMENTARY AUDIT PROGRAMME: 

AUDIT CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO THE CORONAVIRUS 

OUTBREAK 

 
The Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak is having a significant worldwide impact. Whilst 

everyone’s first thoughts are to keep their loved ones safe, auditors must be alert to the 

impact that the outbreak is having on their clients.  

 

The global economic downturn, restrictions on travel, delays to supply chains, loss of cash 

flow, amongst other factors, can all lead to material implications for both the financial 

statements and the audit report.  

 

In order to assist auditors in responding to the increased risks and challenges posed by the 

pandemic, we have prepared a supplementary audit programme to be used on all audit files 

where the financial statements have not yet been signed.   

 

The supplementary programme comprises:  

• Planning considerations 

• Fieldwork considerations 

o Measurement issues 

o Audit evidence issues 

• Completion considerations  

o Post balance sheet events 

o Going Concern  

• Disclosure considerations 

• Group audit considerations 

• Audit report considerations 

 

This audit programme should be placed at Aa0 on the audit file (being the first document in 

the file structure). This programme will not be included in the CaseWare template at present, 

therefore CaseWare users simply need to manually add this into the Aa folder.  

 

The Coronavirus outbreak came into public knowledge in 2020. As confirmed in ICAEW’s guide 

“The Financial Reporting Implications of Coronavirus under UK GAAP”, the emergence of the 
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Coronavirus is a non-adjusting post balance sheet event for any entity with a year end of 31 

December 2019 or earlier.  

 

Therefore, assets and liabilities for entities with a balance sheet date of 31 December 2019 

or before should NOT be adjusted for any potential impact of the outbreak (unless the impact 

is so significant that the entity is no longer a going concern).  

 

Entities with a 2020 balance sheet date will carefully need to consider the impact of the 

outbreak and the timing of the impact on the assets and liabilities. Details of the timing of the 

outbreak for each affected country can be found on the World Health Organisation website 

here: https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019 

 

The audit programme is relevant for any type of audited entity, irrespective of size. The 

work programme will therefore be included in a new “Coronavirus” folder within Sharefile.  

 

CONSIDERATIONS FOR AUDIT EXEMPT ENTITIES 

As the subsequent events and going concern documents in the HAT Non-Audit Assignments 

manual are not mandatory and most of the disclosure considerations outlined in the 

Supplementary audit programme relate to non-small entities, we are not producing an 

additional programme for non-audit assignments. However, the supplementary audit 

programme can be used as an aide-memoire for measurement considerations when 

performing such assignments. 

 

CORONAVIRUS CPD COURSE 

We will be running a specific online CPD course dealing with the implications of the 

Coronavirus outbreak on the following dates: 6 April, 20 April and 19 May. Further details on 

this will be issued in the next few days. 

 

If you have any questions on this additional programme, please contact Simon Kettlewell 

(simon@hatgroup.co.uk) 

Stay safe. 
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